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Welcome!

Dear Readers,
Happy Fall! Fall is a beautifully exciting time at Lawrence as we welcome students to
campus for another year of music-making, community building, and artistic growth.
As you know, piano at Lawrence is excellence in performance paired
with transformative community engagement, genre-defying entrepreneurial concerts
and projects, award winning jazz, and a tight- knit community of people who are
passionate about the piano and keyboard instruments. Whether you are a prospective
student, current student, or alumni, we want to help you figure out who you are as a
musician and what kind of musical life you want to build for yourself. That might look
like becoming a concert pianist, running your own studio, collaborating with new music
groups, teaching as a university faculty member, playing at the local jazz club or
coffeehouse every week, or any number of other options.
You’ll find articles in this newsletter describing a few of many paths our piano students
have taken. We are thrilled to be a part of this community, and we hope you will join us
on campus this year for one or more of our keyboard department events!
-Lawrence Conservatory Piano Faculty, Catherine Kautsky, Michael Mizrahi, and Tony Padilla

Piano, Improvisation, and Composition
I’m Ben, a junior at Lawrence studying composition, with piano as my
primary instrument. Over the past two years I’ve immersed myself in a wide
variety of musical worlds with the help of Lawrence’s faculty in and outside
the piano department. On one end of the spectrum, I’ve studied free
improvisation with professor Matt Turner, and played in Lawrence’s
improvisation group, IGLU. Free improvisation has given me a means of
combining and enhancing what I learn through traditional classical study
with a direct expressivity that I feel most capable of through spontaneous
creation. At the same time, Professor Padilla and I have navigated the works
of Bach and Beethoven to Shostakovich, Silver, and Cerrone. This selfdirected method of repertoire selection has allowed me to explore concepts

Ben Portzen, '22

I’m interested in from compositional and improvisational perspectives
through performance as well.

In the upcoming year, I’ll be focusing on learning works commissioned by my chamber trio, Else, pushing myself to
improvise and compose in new mediums including interactive electronics and reflecting on what I learned this past
summer living with the Dena'ina Athabascan people of Alaska and studying the way climate change has impacted their
traditional ways of life. Lawrence’s supportive faculty, especially those in the piano department, have done more than I
could’ve ever hoped for to help me make the most of my time at Lawrence, and I am incredibly grateful for that!
-Ben Portzen, '22

From LU to Grad School
By Mingfei Li, '17

I recently finished my Master’s degree in Piano Performance at
Indiana University Jacobs School of Music and am currently pursuing
a Performance Diploma degree at IU. I have been performing a lot
both as a soloist and as a chamber musician. My everyday routine in
graduate school includes practicing and rehearsals on top of academic
coursework. In terms of performing, I would play in approximately 10
concerts per semester, including both formal recitals and community
outreach concerts. Teaching is another big component to my
everyday life in graduate school. As part of my graduate assistantship,
I teach 2-3 undergraduate group piano classes to music-majors and
non-majors and I teach private lessons to undergraduate students
whose secondary instrument is piano. As a faculty member of the
Jacobs School Pre-college piano program, I give private lessons to
younger students as well.
Mingfei Li, '17

I am very grateful for the rigorous training and the rare opportunities that I received from Lawrence. During my time at
Lawrence, I learned so much from performing in studio and department recitals, masterclasses, conservatory audition
day/university open house events, and community outreach concerts, all in addition to regular degree recitals, which
prepared me very well for life in graduate school where I constantly perform. The pedagogy course at Lawrence for
pianists and student employment opportunities as a Music Academy Teacher and Keyboard Skills Tutor prepared me to
be the best teacher that I could become. The rigorous academic environment at Lawrence also provided me with a strong
foundation of music theory and musicology, which is tremendously important in performing and teaching. Even today,
Lawrence is still supporting me and helping me grow as a musician: my former teachers and mentors continue to support
me and I am invited back to give an Alumna Guest Recital in the beginning of January. Lawrence has always been a place
of love, support, and inspiration for me, and I could not have been where I am today without this beautiful school which I
am proud to call my alma mater.
-Mingfei Li, '17

Neil Krzeski, '19, performs Rhapsody in Blue with the LSO
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In addition to the concerto competition hosted by
Lawrence each year, students often compete in
competitions throughout the state. Junior Peter
Lagershausen recently won first place in the college
division of the Miroslav Pansky Concerto Competition.
Peter performed the first movement of Nikolai Medtner's
Second Piano Concerto with the Green Bay Civic Orchestra
on February 16th.

Senior Neil Krzeski and
Professor Michael Mizrahi

Recent grad Tony Cardella talks about his
time abroad

Fall term of my junior year I had the
amazing opportunity to study abroad in
Milan, Italy. The program that I partook
in was a language and music program
where I studied with a wonderful piano
professor from the Scuola Civica di
Musica while also taking courses such as
“History of Italian Opera,” an advanced
Italian course, and a course about
Italian cuisine that enrolled me in an
Italian cooking school! This semester
abroad was one of the most amazing
parts of my life. I traveled every
weekend to places like Barcelona, Paris,
London, Brussels, etc., and also had the
chance to travel to almost every major
city in Italy.

I’ve found that for most people, studying
abroad can be whatever you make it. You
can choose to focus more on travel and
learning about the culture and land you
are in, heavily focus on music, or a mix
of the two. I chose to focus heavily on
music while I was there because of the
excitement of studying and learning
from another amazing professor for a
term. While I was there, I learned many
new pieces, both chamber and solo, and
performed all over Milan from small
venues to major venues, including
Verdi’s former home that is now a
retirement home for retired opera stars!
My serious commitment to performing
while I was there didn’t inhibit me from
traveling in any way, though. While
abroad, I traveled to seven countries, all
over
Italy,
and
made
wonderful
connections with people in the program
that remain to this day.
This semester was one of the most
important periods of my life in forming
who I am as a person and musician, and I
am so grateful that I had the opportunity
to pursue it. Lawrence is amazing in this
regard, because so many students study
abroad and are encouraged to do so. The
faculty here see it as a great opportunity
for students, and push students to do it
while helping them to make it
manageable. I think that this is
something special about Lawrence that
won’t be found at a lot of schools, and it
made my undergraduate experience
unforgettable.
-Tony Cardella, '19

Making a Difference
with musical
community outreach

Five students from the piano
studio of Dr. Kautsky perform at
Oshkosh Correctional Facility

"To come here and
perform for an audience
that truly appreciates the
music is a powerful
experience – it shows that
you can connect to people
across a lot of different
boundaries and, maybe,
we're not all so different."
-Nicolas Suminski, '19

Succeeding as a 21st Century Musician
By Milou de Meij, '19

When I look back on my time at Lawrence, I am filled with an immense sense
of gratitude. Lawrence gave me room to pursue my love of classical music as
well as pursue diverse multidisciplinary projects and immerse myself in other
genres/ethnic music traditions.
In the past five years I have:
Founded or participated in chamber ensembles across many genres
(classical, contemporary, jazz, free improvisation, pop) that have actively
performed in art galleries, nursing homes, schools, and community centers
across Appleton.
Recorded an album with Visible, my free improvisation group, funded by
the Lawrence Senior Experience Grant
Performed in over 13 masterclasses and lessons for esteemed guest artists
including Peter Frankl, Ann Schein, and Julian Martin
Interned at Carnegie Hall
Co-hosted a radio show comparing and exploring trends in contemporary
classical & popular music
Accompanied vocal and instrumental students across multiple studios
Written columns, reviews, and interviews of goings on in the conservatory
& my musical experiences for The Lawrentian (student newspaper)
Given a senior recital that featured standard classical repertoire,
contemporary music, and my own improvisations (plus I got everyone to
lie under my piano in the dark for a piece!)
Performed melodica in a kayak in the Wellness Center Pool as part of the
multidisciplinary water opera, Breathe.
And really this is just a short list…my experience has been diverse, and I’m so
fortunate to have had an education that has supported and prioritized my
growth as a complete musician and artist. I’ve learned to be strong, advocate
for myself, and always keep exploring and saying yes. During this entire
process of growth, Lawrence has become a support network I know I can can
count on for life. One of the key facets for success as a 21st century musician is
versatility, and whether I end up pitching articles to music magazines, touring
with my free improvisation group, opening a private studio, or organizing
community music events, I feel confident that my education has given me the
skills and experience to succeed.

Milou performed in the
multidisciplinary water opera,
Breathe.

-Milou de Meij, '19

Music For All Concert Series

Upcoming Events
Join us on campus to experience Lawrence in
person!
Fall Open Houses:
October 14
October 19
November 1

In addition to being a member of the piano faculty, Prof. Michael
Mizrahi is also co-director of the Music For All program.
Now in its sixth year, the Music for All initiative strives to expand the
impact of music by bringing music into the community to engage
audiences in new ways. Using music to build bridges we challenge
students to think outside the box, to create new and innovative
performance opportunities for themselves, and to engage with their
craft in new and expansive ways.
Lawrence students regularly perform at Riverview Gardens, the Fox
Valley Warming Shelter, Appleton area elementary schools, and the
Oshkosh Correctional Institute. Through all this we lay the
groundwork for them to create a musical life after Lawrence. Music for
All is exactly what it sounds like; music, for everyone, regardless of
color, age, orientation, or ability.

Guest piano performances and conservatory
events:
Robert McDonald, Juilliard School of Music,
residency: Oct. 17-20
The New Music Series will present John
Luther Adams' Ten Thousand Birds outdoors
on the Main Hall Green.

Take the next three steps
to apply to Lawrence
1. Apply
Submit your completed Common Application or
Lawrence Application (your preference) at
lawrence.edu/apply.

2. Submit your music resume and music teacher
recommendation
Tell us about the wonderful musical things you have
done on your music resume. Also have a music teacher
tell us about your wonderfulness with a short
evaluation.

3. Audition
Participate in an on-campus or regional audition day,
or send in a video audition, and you'll find that our
approach to be surprisingly refreshing, engaging, and-dare we say it?--fun.

Preparing for your audition
Here are a few pointers to help you prepare for
your audition:
Plan

to

perform

the

repertoire

we’ve

requested and note that we may also ask for a
bit of sight-reading at the end of your
audition.
Know that, much as we might like to, we won’t
have time to hear all your pieces in their
entirety. So try a mock audition with your
teacher where you practice being interrupted
in the middle of one piece and jumping
immediately to another. This procedure is a

(Special bonus for on-campus audition participants: the
calming, empowering effect of our conservatory dog, Zeek.)

reality of the audition process everywhere!
Let the Admissions Office know if you have
other questions about the audition process.
And know that in the end, you’ll actually find
we’re pretty friendly; we won’t be there on
broomsticks

and

we’ve

all

been

mighty

nervous ourselves!

Questions about the admissions or audition process?
Reach out to Kate Bittner, Director of Conservatory
Admissions at katelyn.m.bittner@lawrence.edu.

